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IMMIGRATI01', EDUCATION AND ASIAN-AMERICANS:

A COHORT, ANALYSIS

ABSTRACT

The achievement or overachievement of Asian7Americans in education

is evident in a wide variety of reports from classrooth behavior and-test

scores, as well as in the over-representation of Asian-Americans in

/ institutions of higher educatioh. Expfanations regarding the high

educational achievements of Asian-Americans (and Jews) have been varied

sometimes conflicting, and always subject to debate. An analysis of the

1960 and 1970 U.S. Censuses suggests that immigration arid immigratioh

o

policies may have had a major impact in the educational success.of

Asians'in America, The cotemporary pattern of Asian-American

educatiohal success has roots that extend back to the late 19th and

early 20th century, and there are somewhat different paths to
.

"edUcational success" which are etiidentAn'the recordt of. Japanese,

Chinese and Filipino native7born and:fOreig6-born populations.

s..



INTRODUCTION

Contrary to the popular image, Asian - Americans, have not achieved

equality in all spheres of American society. Their record of

occupational and earnings attainment is positive relative to other

minorities, 'but still short of full parity with thef majority population

'(Hirschman and Wong, 1982; Jiobu, 1976; Kitanq and Sue, 1973; Kuo, 19811

Wong 1980a, 1962; Woodrum, 1981). In the field ofgeducOion,, howiver,

the record of Wan-Americans is one of consistent over-achievement:

For young adults (age 25-34) in 1970, the average Japanese- American

(14.0 yrs.) had one and a half more years of schooling than the average

white (12.6 yrs.), and the figure for Chinete-Americans Was even higher

-(16.1 yrs.) (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973a:628; 1973b:.17,76). The

success of Asian-Americans in schooling is-evident in. a wide variety of

reports from classroom behavior, lest scores, as well as ov,r-
,

representation in *institutions of higher education (Otano 1976:98-99;

Levine and Montero, 1973; Lymn, 1974:133-8; Montero and Tsukashima,

1977; Petersen 1971:113-22; Schmid and Nobbe, 1965; Schwartz 1970,

1971; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1973:14-15; Vernon, 1982;170-82;

Wong, 1980b). 'Filipino-Americans have made significant gains in recent

//

years and are beginning to approach the levels of/Chinese- and

Japanese-AmeriCau (Hirschman and Wong, 1981).
4.

While the over-achievement of Asian-Americans in education is most
,

evident at the pretent,Aheiradventage goes back several: decades !---,

.;,..

certainly prior to. the relaxation of prejUdice and discrimination. The

coincidenct ofininority status with the associated-hostility and high

educational attainment': is not an unkriown phenomenon. -The most widely



cited. example is that'of Jewish-Americans and the pattern may well, be

representative of.other middleman minorities (Blalock, 1967:79-84;

.
Bonacich, 1973; van den Berghe, 1981:C10). Since conventional theories

of ethnic-stratification suggest that discriminatiOn should limit

achievement among, minorities,rtheSource of this over-achievement in

education represents an ,anomaly to be investigated. Are there

additional resources available to.some minority groups which allow for

the mitigation of the effects of discrimination or is there variation- in

opportunity structure for minority group achievement? Through an

historical analysis'of Asian-Ameeican educational attainment, we address

these issues within the contextfl-available'data.

ti

'THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 7

EXplanations regarding the high educational achievementof certain

minorities, such as the Asian-Americans and the Jews, have been varied,

sometimes conflicting, and almost always subject to debate. There has

-been no consensus as to which factor or factors best:explain the high

educational achievement of certain minorities. In this section, we

present the major theoretical perspectives or explanations which have

been used to. account for higher than average educational achievements of

Asians and Jews.

Probably the most frequently-cited or conventional explanation for ,

successful minorities is the cultural interpretation of differential

,
values toward achievement(Rosen, 1959). Accordi0 to this thesis, some

ethnic groups are able to achieve; in site of discrimination, because
, . , 7

their culture places a premium on ambition,-persistence, deferred
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gratification, and social Mobility. Parents and kinmen transmit these

values to their offspring which leads to high motivation for worldly

success. In an atmosphere ofprejudice, minority achievement is most,

likely to.be evident in formal educational institutions which hold

universalistic and competitive norms. Empirical tests of the cultural

--interpretation have been limited by the usual lack of direct measures of

,values such as ambition and educational aspirations. Studies which do

include such cultural orientations have not provided strong support for

cultural explanations of differential ethnic economic attainment,

(Featherman, 1971). However,'the available evidence stiggekts that

cultural orientations play a stronger role in the explanation of ethnic

educational attainment (Featherman, 1971; Rhodes and Nam, 1970; Stryker,

1981).

Even among scholars who share the cultural perspec....ive as the

primary explanation of the educational achievements of Asian-Americans,

there is disagreement on the source and content of the salient cultural

values. Scime argue that it is the traditional Japanese values -stemming

from the TokugaWa era (1603-1867) which account for the high educational

achievemeneof the Japanese-Americans. Hence, Caudill (1952) and

Caudill and DeVos (1956) conclude that while the overt behavior of the

Nisei (second-generation japa.iese)may, in many situations, be

®

indistinguishable from the behavior of the white middle cla the

source is the traditional Japanese value system and personality.
,

According to this interpretation, there,seems to be a significant

overlap between the value systems of traditional. Japan and of'the

Amerfcan middle-class which'encourages high educational achie

Schwartz (1970 1971), however, argues that the high scholastic
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,

achievement of Japaneselmericans is due mainly to traditional Japanese

Ivalue orientations, such as emphasis on "collective'! rather than

"individual" action and respect for authority (either at home in the

,traditional Japanese famly'or to'teachers in. the classroom environment)

-- which are not those of middle-class'whites. Similar arguments have

been used by Hsu (1971) 1-1d Sung (1967) in their application of the

cOltural perspective to the educational and subsequent occupational

success of Chinese-Ameri ans. Both argue that traditional Chinese

culture, as exemplified y family unity, respect for welders and those 'in

authority, industry, a high value on education, and personal discipline

account for the exceptiOnally high educational achievements of the

Chinese in AMericp.

Another variant of the culturalist perspective argues that it is

0

.not the.traditional Asian values; but the successful assimilation by the

Asians to the American 7iddle class value system that accounts for'their

high level of achieveMent. Kitano "(1969:3,112) argues that part of the

reason for\the success of Japanese-Americans is that they have been very

successful in adopting the values, skills, attitudes, goals and.

expected behavfor of the middle-class majOrity. However, he does note

that the acculturation of,the Japanese has not been because their

culture and the American middle class are the same but i'ather because of

the functional compatability and the interactioobetween'the.two.

Montero and Tsukashima (1977) find that Nisei/who had low fluency in

Japanese,,lived outside the ethnic confines, had co-workers and friends

outside their ethnic group,belonged to,ehnically mixed social

organizations, were not disturbed about,out-marriages, had spouses of

ancther ethnic group, and identified themselves,as Americans had higher



e6catIOnal attainment than the Nisei who did not. Nence,they conclude

that the greater the' asimilation of the Nisei respondent,, the higher the

educational achievement. Other researchers suggest the opposite.-
,

Kilano (1962) and Connor (1975) find a gradual decline in academic

achievement ofJapanese-AmeKcans as they become more.assimilated. They

argue that longer residence in the United States has led to more

assimilation and less orientation
i
toward achievement.. They claim that

the high academic achievements of the Japanese-Americans was largely due

to the denial of opportunities t articipatein social and other,'

extra-curricular school activities'in the pre-World War II period. This

situation left academic success as the only path for achievement. Since

theftpresent generation of Japdnese-Americans now have greater
)

oppOrtunities to participate Socially, this thesis suggests that

academic achievement (or overachievement) would decl ne.

From this brief-review of the cultural perspective on, the

educational achievement of Asian minorities in the United States, there

is no clear,consensus on the importance of .this perspective, nor on

which values (traditional or white middfe class) are the key to their

:higher' educational achievement. Moreover, empirical )research is

inconclusive on the consequences of, the assimilation of Americ

middle-class values. /

Alterfiative theoretical frameworks do not deny the import4.1ance of

cultural values, but put them in a larger context of the s
/
tructural

conditions that 'create and sustain such orientations. These include

immigrant status, socialclass position, and other institutional

resources.;

Ire
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Immigrant status is often associated with selectivity in the
4

country of origin. A theme which runs throughout the imMiration

literature is 'the selectivity of immigrants as an explanation of their,

rapid socioeconomic gains of foreign-born over native4orn after several.

years (Chiswick, 1979; U.S. Department of Labor, 1979). Moreover, the

experience of long distance migration may inspire an intense committment

towards achievement in the new setting, which is transferred to the
.

children of immigrants. This sense of committment to success may be,

reinforced by the response of the host society to immigrants.

Typically, immigrants encounter social and racial discrimination,

although the degree-may vary considerably. kmod,rate degree of

prejudice which does not completely block mobility may serve to

reinf6rce ahigh level of motivation, e.g.:, "We!have to be twice as good

as the natives to be hired or to succeed." Yee (1976) argues that

Asians need educational and other qualifications superior to those'of

white .candidates in order to get appointed to high grade jobs. He

contends that Asians are employed_as professionals and in staff

technical positions, but are arely put in positions with white

1
subordinates.

Although,it bas been argued that Japaneseimmigrantt were poor
.

peasants who becable upwardly mobilet(Glazer, 1969), others conclude that

06.

many of the "early,Japanese came with above-avera9e educational

backgrounds (Ichihashi, 1932:6548; Strong, 1970). Kitano (1969:13,23)

and Petersen (1971:13z14) seem to believe that both arguments are true

-- that many of the early immigrants to Hawaii were indeed lower class

whereas many af the later one, to the mainland were superior in their

educationa) levels, abilities and ambition. A similar argument has been

9.
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prese ted by Steinberg (1981Ch.3) who concludes that Jewish immigrants

in the 1 te 19th century and early 20th centuryhad a social class
4

advantage ver other contemporary Europeanimmigrants. While extremely

poor, Jewish immigrants tended to have urban - artisan backgrounds.

Compared to other immigrants with rural peas* origins, 'Jewish

immigrant's were able to take greater advantage of the available

opportunities in the United States, espectally for schooling of their

childre'n.

A related theme to the selectivity 'of immigrants is the middleMan

minority thesis wh ch ties to ether the position of the sojourner

community (a more- r-less permanent immigrant population) along with a .4

concentration In e trepreneurial roles (Bonacich, 1973; Kitanct, 1974;

Loewen, 1971). In such circumstances, Minorities are disposed.I to invest

in liquid capital that can be easily moved. Human capital, or

educaticin, might be seen as an investment with a high level Of security.

Another factor which may be instrumental in'the success of the

Asian groups in the United States is"the resources which were available

to these immigrants from their ethnic communities which aided them in

their adjustment and adaptation in American society, and subsequently,

-7-their sfuccess in their climb`up the socioeconomic ladder (BonaCich,

1975; HO, 1971; Li, 1977; Light, 1972; Miyamoto, 1972; Wong, 1976;

Woodrum et al, , 1980). The ethnic community with-its family, clan,

district'and other social organizations were a potential resource for

Asian immigrants. Having limited capit'al, they were, able to effectively

use the established rotating credit\assoc\iations and other social

organizations to gain an economic fop thol/ d.' This was later followed by

substaritial educational achievemeQ if not for themSelves, for their



children (Light, 1972).. Lieberson (1980:15) also notes that the influx

of "new" Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe at the turn of the

centUry'had the potential resource of, the earlier wive-of,German Jewish

immigrants. While the cultural differences between thesetwo-groups

were quite widee there was probably a certain degree of sponsorship and

assistance to the new immigrants note the' parallel to recent waves of

Cuban immigration).

Lieberton (1980:Ch.12) spe tes.that sian immigrants were able

ctto insulate the selves from societal discrlm \nation through their

specialization n' certain sectors of the eco4my. The importance of the

ethnic economy pr the sponsorship of the social mobility of Asian-
, 1

\

.
.

Americans is another heme in the literature(Bonacich and Modell,
1980;

% .

Light, 1972). Et niclenterprises are a b e to both provide employment

land to mobilize ca ital. But exactly how does a concentration In small
. `s.

/business activities lead to educational rbition and success? After

acknowledging that amily and ethnic solidarity as well as a decline in

\

discrimination probably promoted the edu ation and ambition'of second-
\

generation JapaneS&Americans (Nisei), B nacich and Modell (1980:152)

suggest that a deeper root springs froni'he ethnic'economy. Providing .

.\
their children with higher education was a means Wwhich their' children

,

could enter the ranks of the "independent professions, the pinnacle of

the petit bourgeois world or to take over the family business or farm

and run it more efficientl.". Higher education. of the Nisei, had an

Unintentional consequence o being used as a stepping stone to leaving

the ethnic economy. Instead of strengthening it, higher education often

provided an avenue of escape.
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Our study, bas4d upon census data, will allow only an indirect test

of some of these competing theoretical formulations.,

DATA AND VARIABLES

Our analysis of Asian-American educational'trends,relies upon data

from the 1960 and 1970 Population Censuses of the United States.

Because educational attainment is a relatively stable characteristic

during the adult years, analysis of educational cKange by age n a

.

cross-sectional census (or survey) can be taken to represent h storical

change aPross,successlife birth c9horts. Population censuses one of

the few national data sources which will generate sufficient numbers

small minorities, such as. Asian-Americans, for, statistical analysis.

Using both the..1960 and 1970 Censuses allows. us to push the cohort

analySis a step 'furtherat either end of the time - series (the oldest and

youngest). : Depending upon the analytical'purpose, we use either the

1960 or 1670 data, or both, In different tables. We have conducted all

analyses with both data.sources and the basic trends and patterns are/.

broadly similar.
\\\ ,

We begin our analysis of Asia -American educational patterns with

. -
published census data, which provi es the most reliable estimates of the

.universe. Published census tabulatfons of social and economic

characterIstics of Asian - Americans are based upon samples of 25% and 20%

of the total population for 1960 and 1970, res'pectively\. In order to

pursue more detailed'sotioeconomic analysis, we used Publit Use Sample

data for the 1960 and 1970 Censusei. From the .01 samples of both 1960
.

and 1970 (15% questionnairestate sample), we selectedall Japanese, A



Chinese, and FiliPirios above age 25. This yields samples of'2640

Japanese, 1324 Chinese,. and 1034 Fi]ipinos-in 1960; and 3463 Japanese,

2351 Chinese-, and -17.72 Filipinos in 1970. Comparable samples of the

Anglo poputation-(whites minus white HispaniCs) were selected from the

.001-PublAc Use,Samples"Of the 1960 and 1970 Censuses (Ns of the. Anglo

sampl-e.Of population above age 25 was 8309 in 1960 and 7976 in 1970).

Ever with thesubstantiaLs4mples, specific age groups by other

Characteristics resulted in very small cell sizes. Accordingly, we are

careful to avoid excessive interpret Lion of small differences in the

The-PrimarY dependent.yariable, eduCational attainment, is measured

.

as the number of years of completed schooling, with a range fromi0 to

. 18. I,ndividuils with more than 18 ye'irs of'schooling are coded with a
4

a

score of 18 years.'

Independent'Yariables areiligited to the standard census item.

r4hsformed to represent birth
. I

'Age, '.:grouped by ten year .intervals, is

cohorts from "Before 1895," to "1935-44". Nativity is measured by place

of birth: whether in the United States or overseas. The foreign4orn

are assumed to have .had the education in their country-of-birth,

.

althOugh this 11 be in err for immigrants who arrived as children.

Within the' United ates., the itatesOf California endlHeWeil are

considered to beiimpoeta tgeoge6phiCal:settings (both as a° state of,

./ S . .

) for Asian4Mericans'.birth and state-of current reside



PATTERNS OF ASIAN ;IMMIGRATION.

AU
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Although thepace Of Asian immigration to the United States has

increasedidramatically since the reform legislation of the 1965

ImmigrationvAct (Wong and Hirschman,-1963), the historic roots of 7sian

immigration extend back to the middle of the' 19th century. As European

I

*Migrants began to arrive in incrgasingly large limbers- on the East
\

Coast, a similar process was occurring on the West. Coast-from 6sia, with
. :

Hawaii as :a, frequent.stepping stone, Table.--1-presentSTthe available.

--Aata on the number of *Migrants by decade, fOr the three:Major:Asian

sending countries; JaPan and the he Philippines% Since the
\ v

quality and coverage. of immigration siatiStiOhas,Varied,sharOly'OVer

1 tthe years,"these-figures--shtiadiiot be considered. to be anything more

than crude indicators of the magnitude of Asian immigration. Moreover

1

since = emigration was very substantial, sometimes equal to the volume of

immigration, the net magnitude of international migration is only

partially reflected in these figures.

Table 1 .About Here

From this table; we note that the first Asian group to arrive to

the United States were the Chinese arriving in significant numbers

during the 1850s to work in the gold mines in California and Jater on

the railroads. Mdst of thp Chinese immigrants were young male

sojourners who came to the United,States to seek their fortune, planning

to return to China. Ethnic antagonism developed between the white

laborers and thinese leading to many violent attacks on the Chinese
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population. -Political pressures built up resulting in the passage of

the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which sharply cu ailed further labor

('

migration frost China. This act'Was renewed in 1892, then made
'

a

permanent feature of United States immigration policy in 1904. A small

number of official1, merchants, teachers, students and travelers were

'exOluded from thi,s ban (McKenzie, 1928). Moreover, up until 1934, wives

and children or other nonexcludable immigrants could lawfully enter the

-United State,s.,,In the 1940-.60_decide-, several changes in immigration law

-- such as the Refugee Act, the War Brides Act, and the establishment of

a token quota system of 105 Chinese immigrants per yew .

increased the

level of Chinese immigration nited The tremendous rise
-

in the-number-of_Chinese coming to_the--United States, beginning in the

1970 decade,'is mainly due to the enactment-of-the,-Immigrition Act

of 19 5, which struck down the United States racist immigration policies

(natio al origin quotas). The new laws put a premium on family

reunification and scarce,occupational.skills, with the result that many

more. Chinese were allowed to enter the United States.

The Japanese were the second Asian group to immigrate in large

numbers to the United States. After the exclusion of the Chinese,

Japanese immigration became the new- source of cheap labor for the West

Co6st during the last decade of the 19th century and the first decade of

the 20th century. Ethnic antagoniim developed against the Japanese (as

it did for theXhinese before them, see Daniels, 1977:16-30). The

decade'of 1901-1910 marked the peak of.Japanese immigration, culminating

in the so-called "Gentlemen's Agreement" of 1908, whereby Japan limited

.Migration to the United States:to only nonlaborert. The continued level

of-Japanese immigration in the,following two,decades Ontistecrmottly-of



picture-brides" and the kin

--The- pissage of the Immigrat

Japanese to the United States.

13

Japanese already in the United States.

Act of 1924 barred further migration of

Japanese immigration to the United

Statecresumed in, the .1950s to a level of about 40,000 perdecade. The

Immigration and Nationality Act (McCarran-Walter) of 1952 allowed

immigration outside of the quota sysiet for-immediate relatives of U.S.

_citizens and other'selected cases. This act also established a tikk
-/

quota of 185 immigranis from-Japan. The Immigration .Act of 1965 appears'

to have had relatively little impact, on Japanese immigration compared to.

that of other Asian countries. .

The third Asian group_to arrive to the shores of the United(States,

aIL. ,Agh occurring much' later, was tilt Filipinos. Many firit itmigrated

to Hawaii to work on the sugar and pineapple plantations. Migration of

rlarge numbers of Filipinos to the United States did not begin until

1923, coming directly from the Phillipines or indirectly through Hawaii

(California, Department of Industrial Relations, 193(05-23). Because

I ,

Filipinos were considered nationals of the United States, therwere not

subject to the 1924 ban on Asian immigration. However, the

.

Tydings-McDuffie Agt (Filipino,pclusion Act) of 19 4 placed an

status on Filipinos, thereby restricting Filipino immigration to fifty

persons per year. In 1946, an immigration quota i 100 persons wat-

established for Filipino immigrants. The Immigration and Nationality

Act of 1952 and especially the Immigration Act 1965 appear to have

had significant consequences on the immigrant flow of Filipinos to the

United States.

Another vantage point to view the historic patterns of Asian

immigration to the United States is to examine the numbers of



Asian-Ameri in successive censuses. These figures, along with the
, .

percent foreign-born are reported for Hawaii and the U.S. mainland

Table 2. The Asian populationoin the UnitesiStactes 1

concentrated in.three states -- Hawaii, California, and New York (the

latter only for the Chinese). The geographical distribution of Asians

has ber clearly related to the settlement patterns of theimmigrants

(Wong, 1983; Wong and Hirschman, 1982).

,
Table 2'Abbut Here

For the Japanese and Filipino populations, international migi'ation

. .

began to Hawaii, then migrating.on to-the u.s. Mainland, porticul671Y

the' West Coast. for Chinese,:themovement to*theinain1404 J?egOrearlier

and was always more substantial:than the migration' to Hawaii.

example, durrig:thefirst half of thiS century, only a qUarte9fa

Chinese-Americans resided in Hawaii compared to half of Japanese-

Filipino-Americans. In the last couple of decades, with renewed

immigration to the mainland,,the balance has shifted even further: In

1970, almost two - thirds of Japanes, three-fourths of Filipinos, and

nine out of ten Chinese livedson the heinland.

During the twentieth century,` the Asian population in Hawaii,

especially the Chinese and Japanese, has become' increasingly native-

born. By'1970, about 90% of thjapanese and Chinese and two-thirds of

the Filipinos in Hawaii were inative-born. The shift to native-born

majorities has been Much slower for the Asian-Americans on the mainland.

The transition to an American-born majority is most evident ,amang the

Japanese population had more than two-thirds native-born for

[7



several deca*des. AFor a variety of reasons, including a smalle share of

(and therefore ch4ldren) about half of mainland Chines .and

still.loreignbot mid-Century. Because o the sharp

:rise of Asian immigration in the late.1969s,,ihe proportion oreign,born

of. Chinese and-filipinos increasedfbetWeen1960 and 19712

continued in the 1970s.

THE TREND IN ATTAINMENT
4;iJ

u"-

trend that

In the subsequent analysis of educational change, we always examine

the forei-gn-born and natiye-born populations independently (separa ely

by ethnic origin). We'also consider the differences by geographical

location. Notonly does the nativity composition vary sharply between

areasof settlement, but we suspect that there are other significant

differences in the social and economic environment.

To examine the question of AsiaibAmerican rational- 'success, we

turn'to the historic trend in educational attainment of Asians relative

to the majority'population. To the extent that patterns of attainment

vary over iime and s,Otematically with other factors, it may be possible

to specify the reasons for minority achievement. Since most individuals

\ finish their formal schooling before reaching adulthood,, it is possible

to trace the historical change of successive birth, cohorts by examining

the'trend from the oldest to the youngest age-group (of adults). The

interpretation and potential bias are somewhah?different for the two

nativity groups'(foreign and native-born).

IP



For/the foreign-born educational levels probably reflect

opportunities in the country of origin (assuminimost immigrants

finished schooling before migration) and the selectivity of the

immigr nt stream. For the native,born,,a comparison of Asians and the

inajorit population reflects the differential opportunities for A

16

schooli ig in American society. Longitudinal inferences' from

cross-sectional data assume that,the current populat \ons, arrayed by

age, reflects the experiences of successive cohorts 'aflearlier points in

time For/the native-born, differential mortality, could ias the

representativenesS:Of older age7groupS (cohorts), althoughWe think
, /

.

impact will be relatively minor. The foreign-born populatibn will

only experience differential mortality, but also selective

return igration to the country of origin. Although we have no firM

estima/es of the magnitude or composition of return-migration

effects could 14 substantial (Jasso and RosenZwefg, 1982; Warren and

Peck, 1980. Accordingly, the trend of educational, change among

foreign-born must be carefully interpreted. To.the extent that the

least successful emigrated, the present sample may over-repreient the

more qualified of the older, c horts.

With the relatively small numbers of Asians in the public use

samples of census data, simpli g error is a problem fqr the inference of

change across cohorts: Accordingly, we begin wit data drawn from the

published census reports based upon' a substantial sample (25%); Table 3

shows the median years of completed sctiboling by sex,: nativity status,

ethnicity, and birth cohort based upon 1960 Census data The same

comparisons are shown in Table 4, with another indicator -- the index of

net difference.

\



The net difference index' (ND) is ba-sed on each group's distributio in

all locations along the.ednational continuum (Lieberson, 975).

Assuming all po;sib14 pairings of two groups, the index of .50 means

that, the White group' education will exceed the Asian group'S" level 50 %1

more often thwwfll the Asian group exceed' :the white-.group.. .rIf= all the

scores exceed all the Asian group scores the index will

tie +1.0. Conversely, if all the Asian scores exceed the white gioup

scores,, the ND will be -1.0. The value of zero means that the number of

pairs in which the white group exceeds the Asian group is equal to the

number of pairs in which the Asian group exceeds the white groUp.

Among the oldest cohort of immigranis (borri before 1895), .there

a sharp contrast between the JOanese and the other two Asian

populations. Even among this.early group of immigrants, presumably

arriving around the turn of the century, the Japanese male population

(at least among the 1960 survivors) appears to be as selective as the

total white population.(median of about 8 years): In contrast, the

oldest cohort of Chinese and Filipino immigrants was a relatively less

selective stream (Chinn, 1969; Kung, 1962; Lasker, 1931). Thills an

important point that will be discussed later in the analysis.

In general Asian female immigrants had dower educational-levels

than Asian male immigrants, but the differe ces between the sexes were

'1.

relitiveliminor. The most important finding is the rapid rise in

educational levels of successive,cohorts of Asian imthigrants which led'

to parity with,anethen to 'r lative s60erioritY to the white Population.

As noted above, J panese immigrants were particularly well qualified,



even among the oldest cohort. But all three Asian immigrant

showed dramatic increases in: their educational levels across

birth cohorts. <
The relative gains can be seen by comparihg the median

educational attainme/nts of Asian immigrants with white and Black

Americans in Table 3 and most clearly in the.indexes of net difference

18

populations

suCcessive

in/Table 4.
. ..

A-negative index means that more AtienjMmigrants.hatheducational

attainments th n .exceeded white educational leVels than,yiceiVersa::-

' /- .- .,ti', . ,

Among.the male immi.6rant popUlation .Japanese eduCaiOnaTIevelS
. : ,

. .

exceeded the white U.S. population attainments by the 19;0-24 birth

/
cohort. By the 1925 34 birth cohort male Chinese and Filipino

Asianimmigra is registered a similar accomplishment. female immigrants'

reaced educational parity rif.-white U.S. women (or exceeded them), but

at a slower pace than that of Asian men.

The trend in the educational attainment of native-born Asian-

Americans parallels the pattern' of immigrants but with some importan't

differences. Among the oldest cohort those who attended American

schdols before World War I, the. Japanese Nisei held their own with the

average white (less so for females). Native-born Filipinos, and

especially Chinese were considerably lower in their educational

attainments -- comparable to the levels of Black-Americani:of the same

generation. But then qUite:dramatically Asiaii7American, especially

Chinese;educational levels :rose::Sharply. .The net difference indexes in

Table 4 show that by the 1915,24-cOhort (schColed'irithe >1920s and 30s)

native ,born ChineseancLjapanese.(bOth men and women )'had higher

educational leitels than whites: Since then Japanese and Chinese

."



educational superiority has ncreased and native-born Filipinos have

approached parity with whites.

Further exploration of these trends is

sections of this paper.

ASIAN IMMIGRANTS,.

In this section, we consider more closely-trends in the

socioeconomic composition of Asian immigrants To obtain the longe t

span of cohorts we splice together cohorts (age4groups) from the Public

Use Samples ,oaf the 1960 and 1970 Censdses. tot6R4ng from published census

tabulations to the public use, sample census data provides more

/

flexibility for data analysis and presentation, but at-the cost .of less

/

rell ility because of the smaller sample sizes. Modest differences

,
#

could easi be due to.sampling'variations. Our aim here is to report

major diffe ntials-and general trends.

Table 5 presents mean years of schooling and Occupational status'

ilm(the Duncan Socioeconomic Index) for'the three major Asian./ igrant

n-born Anglos

-

'populations and comparison groups of native-born and forei

. by sex. In addition to the means we also present the co/fficients of

variation (the standard deviation divided by the mean) f
/

r the

educational aqdoccupational means. In general, the tr/nds in Table

confirm and amplify., the basic patterns revealed in Table 3 and 4.

.
Table 5 - About Here.

Notonly did the earlieSt,wave ofs.lapanese immigrants possess

higher':edutational qualifications than the tIldest/iChineteand FilipinO



immigrants but they (Japanese immigrant;) were a much

20

more hothogeneous

immigrant stream. This factor may have given the Japanese

population more'internal solidarity (less social class

immigrant

variation) amon

birth CO of Asian immigrants (which

actual cohorts'of immigrantt defined by the

qualifications rose in dramatic fashion.

Asian mmigrani

Asian groups. For successive

are only loosely related to,

timing of entry), educational

Beginning with the birth cohort of 1915-1924

educational levels equaled or exceeded that of Anglos both native- born' -,

and foreigb-born. For the yOungest cohdrts, the mean years:of schooling::

exceeded 12 years, and.1h some cases (JaOanese men) the average is 15

years. of schooling.. As rapidly as overall educational qualifications

rose, variance declined. Although educational attainment among Asirn

female immigrants is a bit below Asian men the same general
h?

patterns

hold ,- rapid inter -cohort rise in average educational levels and

declines in variance. The distinctively high education of the youngest

Filipino female immigrants is a.clear example of this pattern.

The lower panel in Table 5 presents the average occupational status

of the same cohorts of Asian immigrants and native-born and foreign-born

Anglos. Since individuals often change their occupation. over their

adult yeari(rlike-educational attainment), the-inference of 'a

time-series trend (from the.oldest to the youngest age group)-rests-on-__

weaker ground. Nonetheless,. some broad observations'can,be made (these

;

data refer only to the"_subset of the sample-that reportecFan

.:

odtupation). The rise Of'OtCupational status adrOSs,:o0h9rtS/waS

slower, althoUgh the yoUngOt Asian, immigrants report

occupational levels.. The

very high

earliest wave: of Japanese immigrants are not

distinctively superior n their occupational status s they were in



their.educatiOnaVattainmeni).. In fact the average_, hinewimmigrant

occuipatIOnal 'status was above the Japanese mean for the first several

.birth cohorts. From the oldest to the youngest cohorts, the

heterogeneitylof Japanese male immigrants-was:reduced, but not for the

Chinese. Filipino men and all women immigrants have increased their

occupational status sharply across the cohorts ln our sample. It was

not until the 1925-1934 birth cohort of males and the youngest birth

cohort of women that one notes higher socioeconomic attainment by Asians

over native-born or foreign-born Anglos.

, .

Any interpretation of the determinants of the changing character of

Asian immigration must rely on a considerable amount of inierence and

conjecture. We have very little hard information on the patterns And

selectivity of immigrant streams ,their early dxperiences in the U.S.,

or the magnitude and composition of return migration.

earlier waves of Asian immigrants who survived to be interviewed in the

1960'and 1970 Population Censuses provide some bases for interpretation.

But the data.=

.Japanese immigrants/were a very. select population, even for those

arriving around the turn of the century. For the:.ChineseOrld Filipino

populations, the earli t immigrants had only minimal qualifications.

But then over success ve cohorts, the'quallr,tioriof ASialOmmirahtS

oLall nationallA4es,,male-and-feMalei haVe risendrOmatiOallYWhile*
/

thelO'bel:ofa..bra -drain May.be a stereotype, the eduCational

composition of recent; Asian immigrants has been rather extraordinary
7 ,

(Chen, 1977; r'..th 1974; ,Pernia, 1976).

It see that the edUcational qualifications of Asian immigrants

have been losely related to the restrictive U.S. immigration policies

towards Asians. For Chinese,_the open door policy ended with the
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infamous Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. Prior to this date, it seems

that most Chinese immigrants'were laborers-with minimal educational

qualifications -- comparable to the pattern of European immigration

stream of the same era. After the immigration bar, Chinese immigration
,

continued; but at much reduced levels. (Moreover the exodus of return

migration meant that.thelabsolute numbers of Chinese in the U.S.

declined for several decades). To get around the, restrictions egainst

Chinese immigration, the new Chinese arrivals had to fWrather narrow

.criteria -- officals, merchabts, teachers, students, traders, or the-
-

alien wives or children of these nonexcludable
\

classes, or kin to a U.S.
\

citizen of Chinese ancestry. It is not unreasonable to assume that this

meant (or was corrrelated with) a higher level of educational

qualifications. For the youngest cohorts whp arrived in the 1950s and

after the\1965 Immigration Act (many as students), the avenue of,

immigration was scarce occupational skills which-typically meant

advanced educational degrees, such as medicine, engineering, and other

technical fields.

Early\Japaneise immigrants entered the U.S, labor market at the

.-

, ...-
. .

__ ___

bottom, typical* as-farmrlaborers.. Yet their above-average educational..
levels gave them a'unique advantage. The 1908 'Gentlemen's Agreement"

restricted furtherriePanese labOr migration, but left looPholes.until

they were closed by the 1924 legislation. A reasonable assumption is

that the restrictions worked to further increase the selectivity of

Japanese immigrants. When Japanese immigration resumed oamoderate

scale in the 1950s and 1960s, the legal channels for admission only

-
permitted those with highly skilled credentials to enter.-
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The composition of Filipino. immigration appears to parallel the

Chinese experience -- several, decades later and on a smaller scale.

Beginning as an influx of migrants with minimal qualifications, the

average level of education rose for successive cohorts ai immigration

restrictions were put into place. Then in the wake of the 1965,reform

legislation, Filipinos: mmigrants came in increasing:- numbers with

unusually,high educational standards.

In a perverse way, the racist character of U.S. .immigration policy

toward Asia may havestrengthened the capacity of the Asian communities

In the .U.S. The door,While not completely closed, limited the inflow

of .immigrants to modest'numbers. Moreover, it also meant that the /

newcomers had above-average levels of education, often-sur or to the,-'
-

native white population of the United States. This cert , .. ,inimiiel

.
,

pressures on the resident Asian communities to absorb and sponsor he

new immigrants for the first half of-the twentieth century. Moreove

the selective character of the immigrant stream probably strengthened

the economic achievements of Asian - Americans and set high expecta
,

ons

for the educational attainments of their children.

. )

NATIVE-BORN ASIAN - AMERICANS.

In this section; we trace changes in average level of education

across successive cohorts 6f:native-born,Asian-AMericans using 1970

Census data arrayed by age.-. Assuming that the potential for educational

attainment is'randomly distributed across ethnic populations variation '
0

.

o

in achieveMentwill reflect differential opportunities and the.economic,

social and cultural environments of the home and community.
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Table 6 presents mean years of SChooling sub-divided into graded

schooling. (1 -12) and college (1-0 for.the three major ftian populat'ibns

(Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos):and Anglos (whites excluding white

Hispanics) by state of_birth. The mean years of-completed schooling is

the sum of the two components:- years of graded schooling and years of

college. Since the educational and the social environment may differ

across geographical settings, the results are preiented separately for

the major' areas of'Asian-Ailierican concentration. (CalifOrniOnd HaWaii)

and the balance of the country. State of birth is the proxy for area of

residence during age at schooling. 'There are too few Anglos i

in, our sample to provide reliable estimates by age group. Table 6 also

contains another.' component of the educational process -- the prbportion

ofeach,population that has attended college (attaind_13, or more years,

of schooling): In this table,we haVe'collapsed men and women together.

Separate analysis by sex and 'by generation (2nd vs: 3rd or higher

generations in the U.S.) did not reveal suffidient'differences to

warrant separate presentation.

-irable6.- About Here

The trend in. the educational'atttainment for/Anglos reflects the

expansion of education in .America during the 20th centurY. The oldest

cohort (bOrn before 1905) recelVed an ayer0e-of 9:400. years of

eduCation. in the period prior .to World-Warj: "Average'; educatton..was

Slightly higher.in California than elseWhere, but the level of

.attendance was a bit loWerc in California . The average Yeer§ of

.schooling gew Steadily-acrots Sliccessive-cohortt-and-wes .over., 13 years

lff,Celifornie and above 1 Years:'sPISW4 rPlor,the.....YOungest-.ePhOffi
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(1935-44) whose schooling was centered in the 1950s. The components of

/ educational growth almost universally high level f graded

schooling and an increasing ercentage attending college. Almost half

of the youngest cohort bor in California attended college, but less
o.

than one - third of those frpm other states did.

The comparable/leifelsof education for Japanese and Chinese do not

fit the expectation of d sadvantaged minorities. Native-born Japanese

had comparable or higher ducational attainments than Anglos for all the

cohorfs'represented in thistable. For the older cohorts .it seems that

Japanese-Anglo parity reflects roughly similar levels of graded

schooling and college attendance. Japanese from California did better

than. Japanese elsewhere, as did Anglos. It is the `'younger, two Japanese

cohorts, especially the youngest (born from 1935-44), whose educationall

attainment.begins to advance significantly abOve the Anglo level. The

slight Japanese edge in the,1925-34 cohort was primarily due to higher

levels of secondary schooling completion. But the 1935-44 cohort of.

Japanese sharplY, increased their educational attainment through a

dramatic jump in college attepdance 30 percentage points in

California (44 to 75). The increases in Hawaii and

somehwat less, but still outstripped tAe educational gains of Anglos.

The educational achievements of native-born Chinese-Americans are

but the trajectory of historical chaP9e wa somewbat

different. For the oldest cohort of native-born 'Chinesetheiraverage

educational levels were .far below the.Anglo level, espeCially.in,

California. Then' in the next 4ohort ,(1905-14) whose schooling was

centered in the .4920s,netive-born Chinese 'registered sharp increases

..their educatipnal attainments (mPstStrgh91.11.111alifornia
butalso in

in cither states were

no less impressive s



Hawaii-and elsewhere) and reached parity with Anglos. An important,

component of the educational progress of native -born Chinese was above

average levels of college attpndance (primarily in California). Then in

successive cohorts, native-born Chinese maintained educitional equality

with AnglOS,or a modest edge,(CalifOrnia):1 in-theyoungest

cohort, Chinese educational advances jumped fa'r ahead of Anglos

primarily through higher leVerS-6 ,college attendance. The pattern of

change of the youhgest cohort of.Chineii\closely resemblet
\

the

comparable shift for native-born Japanese.

The analysis of the historical trend of educational attainmerit

native -born Filipinos rests on a much weaker empirical base. The

numbers of cases in most cells are quite small andany interpretation of

trends must be considered tentative. There has been'a steady expansion

of native-born Filipino.edutational attainment, with the most important

shift occurring from the 1915-24 to 1925-34 birth cohort'in Hawaii

where average education rose by almost 2f years.

expand for the youngest cohort of native-born Filipinos in Hawaii, but

there appears to have been a leveling off of educational gains (a small

decline) for Filipinos in the rest of the' U. S.' :Since this observation

Schooling continued to

rests on a very small sample, further investigation is necessary to

confirm this,trend. Overall there appears to have been a trend towards

a narrowing of the Anglo=Filipino educational gap, but parity had still

not been achieved.

It seems that Japanese and Chinese families have been able to

confront the societal discrimination of the,ftrst half of the century

and encourage/suPPort the education of their American-born'thildren at

levels comparable above) that of the majority population. The
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cohort of American-born Chinese educated before World War I experienc d

an educational disadvantAge, but this disappeared in the next cohort

Japanese and Chinese born ln California did best,of all, but those i

other parts of the country also achieved educational levels equal t or

above whites. It appears that an explanation for Asian-American

educational success cannot, be tpecified in terms of favorable

geographical settings alone.

One possibility might be that the utility of education differed for

Asian-Americans than for Angles. A common observation in the race

relations literature is that the lower economic gains associated ,with

minority education provided weaker incentives for continued scho ling

(Blau and Duncan, 1967:211-212). This hypothesis-suggests the e onomic

value of education influences the degree of/ structural support fjo

schooling by the family and other social situations. If educat on

"matters", then parents and students will be more motivated to invest in

"human capital as a. channel social mobility. This assumes that the

opportunities for schooling are available on a universalistic jasis.
1 ,

Table 7 provides a modest test of the structural incenti es for

educational investment among successive cohorts'of native-bor

Asian4merican:males With 1970CensUs data Occupational-at ainment

(indeXed by the Duncan socioeconOmfc Index)i's regressed on set of

ethni t
,
dumm variables.-. (Ang101s.the Omitted'cat' ego' ry ) .curi ent .=

J..

.

residence, years Of,.s0hOolingand:threeethnfc bYyeart.,of,,schOOling,

interaCtion:terms. Metric (unsuridardized) rqgresSIPP::coefficients tan
'

be compared across birth cohorts (each column is.a separat equation).

The shift in octupational.leVels across .thelife cycle onfounded'
/-

with inter-cohort change, but:this:does not appear to bias the result
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(similar equations were estimated with 1960-Census data and the res4lts

are consistent with those presented here).

Tare 7 - About Here

The most consistent finding from Table 7 is the strong "effect of

years of schooling on occupational attainment in each birth cohort.

0

Among the oldest cohort (above age 65 in 1970), each-year of schooling

is associ#ted with an increase of 3 SEI points;-this rises to an effect.

of almost 5 points in the youngest cohort. The direct ethnic

and the ethnic by education interaction's do not reveal common

all three Asian populations.

The net Japanese ethnic variable haibeen consistently negative for

all birth cohorts, but-only, reaches'statistical significance for the two

birth cohorts of.1915-1924 and 1925-34. For these'same tWo cohorts the

effects

trendsff r

occupational returns toJapanese schooling were significantly steeper

than the Anglo rate (replication with 1960 Census data confirms this

finding). This suggest a wider occupational gap between those with low

and high educational attainment for this generation of Japanese-

Americans,, These cohorts experienced the internment-duriPg World War II

in the early stages of their adult careers or as students- They resumed

or entered the labor force:as-young-adults-in-the-postwar era. It

those with higher. educational attainments were. able'to recoup their2,

but, those-with less education experienced a perManent loss inloss;

their occupational attainment.

The pattern .of:Chinese effects,. both the net ethnic coefficients

and the education interaction term o not show a consistenepattern

across cohorts: nor:do. they.:a pritiac Statittfca The

,,
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pattern of Filipino coefficients reveals a net positive effect of

ethnicity, but a consistently lower occupational return to education.

However, these effects are only significant forothe youngest cohort.

,These equations have also been estimated with 1960 Census data and

with other dependent variables (the probability of professionaT

employment and the probability of self-employment) and .the results are

generally consistent with those presented here. For the middle cohorts

of native-born Japanese men (and to a lesser extent for comparable

Chinese), the education interaction term promotes entry into

,professional employment and is negative in predicting self-employment.

These results are important because they indicate that for

native-born Chinese and Japanese men, education brought as much

occupational advancement (sometiMes more) as it did for majority men.

This is not the case for Filipino men. This does not mean that Chinese

end *Japanese men did not experience occupational disedmination. In

fact, the record is clear that formal, and informal racial bars were

common on the West Coast during much of the first half of the 20th

t entuny. But through zvari ous .channel s , and uding

professions and the ethnic economy

the independent

japanese and Chinese men were able

to realize economic returns (measured'by occupational status): to

education that was comparable to Anglos. Along with other factors, this

may have reinforced the Asian-American emphasis on educational

investment.

.1ke:-.r!ag,=141



CONCLUSIONS

The contemporary pattern of ')Asian-American educational "success has

roots that extend back to the late 19th and early 20th century. The

historical record, however, is not simply one of a straightforward march

from uneducated immigrants to a third generation with post.:-graduate

degrees. can an explanation that begins and ends with the high

edUcational, ambitions of, Asian-Americans suffice, as an: interpretation.

Both of these elements contain more than a grain of truth, but a close

examination of the evidence reveals a more complex PiCtDre. The

episodic character of Asian imigration_has had a major influence on t

development of Asian-American minctrities in the United States.

Moreover, there have been significant variations in the strugture ot the

separate Asian ethnic populations which are Masked in the broad label of

Asian=Americans. Within the limits of 1960 and 1970 Census data we

have explored the path of educational change for the three major

'Asian-American-groups -- the Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos.2

In spite of the intense bigotry and discriniination encount d by

Japanese immigrants and their children in the decades prior to Worl

II, the Japanes community had a number of unusual strengths. First,

the immigrants tr ant which arrived around the turn of the century

have had a fairly high level of education -- comparable to
appears .to

the white population of the same generationS:' The expectations

their childrens educatiOn; was no less than- their nwn.

Japanese immigrants entered the farm economy first as

for

The

Wa-r

laborers, and then

as farmers, later spreading the ethnic- economy to grocery wholesaling,

e 1972, Light,1972; Bonacich andu
and other urban enterprises (Dan
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Modell 1980):' While the,confinemeritcof Japanese-Americans to the

thnic econo was a mark of their oppression, it also reinforced ethnic

solida/ rity and frequently led to some level of economic success. These
'11

conditions may have also strengther the Japanese commitment to the,

c#

.education of-their children. Uhlenberg (1972) observes that th

Japanese-American 'pattern of later age at marriage and a smaller family

size may have contributed to a fayorable.environment for achievement.

For thenative7born population, our historical analysis re

eq

eals'that

2Japanese-Americans had educational levels uivalent with' hites early

in the twentieth century (both in California and elsewhere).. Given the

limited:opOortunities for Japanese-American achievement at the time, it

is. ,not very surprising that this early record of educational success

became,a-central element.of their ethnic culture.

ChineSe immigration to\the United States began in the middle .',' the

19th century and continued for several decades as a stream of male

laborers with minimal educational qualifications. With the ChineSe

Exclusion Act of 1882, immigration was sharply restricted to the

families of. resident Chineseand to special cases, most of whom had

higher educational qualifications.. This meant a sharp reducti'On in

Chinese immigration along with a dramatic increase in the educational

levels of'iater cohorts of Chinese who arrived early inhthe 20th

century. Although it is difficOt to assert cause and effect, there was

aComparable upWard shift, in the educational attainments, of native-born'.

Chinese-Ameriranc who-rPrPivPd their schooling in thP 1920s and 1930q,

This led. to educational parity with whites, both for California and

elsewhere.
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4 , For Filipinos, the empirical record is much more ambiguous and not

quite as positive. There has been a real upgrading of the educational

levels of both foreign- and native-born Filipinos across successive

cohorts, but paritywith whites has yet to be achieved. There -is .a

troubling sign of a slowing -down in the rise of schooling of the'

native-born Filipinos outside of Hawaii, but the evidence is too.shaky

to make a conclusive statement.

Several factors do seem to have been common; to Asian-Ame-ican

educational advance, particularly for Japanese and Chinese.. First, the'

closing of the door to further Asian immigration certainlessened the
.

pressures on the local ethnic population to absorb4and,support

/additional kinsmen. This may have.allowed marginal resources, to be

invested in the education of children, rather than supporting a growing

ethnic enclave. For the middle decades of the twentieth century, the

Japanese-American population grew very slowly and the Chinese - American

population experinced an absolute decline in numbers-for several
M

decades. Moreover, restrictive immigration policies meaftt.thatonly

highly educated Asians were allowed to'enter the United States --

immigrants who very often had educational qualifications superior to the

native white population of the Oited Stites.

Another important factor is that Japanese and Chinese educational

attainment seems to have "paid-off" in terms of occupational advancement

(measured by Duncan SEI) at the same' rate (or higher) than whites. This

does not mean that panese,and Chines did not experience considerable

occupational discrimination (indeed considerable research clearly-

documents pervasive bigotry).

for the social mobility of Asia% as it was for Anglos. This mayhave
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been because Asians pursued different ccupational careers than those of

whites -- specializing in the independent and tedhnicalprofessions,

where discrimination is likely to be ess. Moreover, skeptics may

reasonably doubt that equivalent' ret rns.of occupational status to

education for Asians means that Asian-Americans attain comparable .

positions of job authvity, public visibility or access to positions of

institutional power.

As Asian-Americans have enc untered a moderate amount of economic

success in the postwar era, the,r educational attainmentslOave shot up

to record levels, where college graduation appears to be the median

attainment. While the high e ucational levels of new Asian immigrants

add to- this picture of extra rdinary educational achievement, it is also

the native-born who have pa ticipated in this upsurge of educational

advancement. Since the e'hnic economy and residential segregation

appear to have leSsened in recent years, it becomes more difficult to

find explanations rooted in the structural position of Asian-Americans.

While Asian-Americans born in California are most successful, the sharp

//

rise in educational levels is evident in Hawaii and elsewhere. the
//,

contemporary pattern an example of a short-term cultural" lag that will

diminish as Asian-Americans become more socially integrated with °^

American society? Or will Ihe distinctly high level of educational

ambition and attainment of Asians-continue? Neither

empirical record provide a firm base for a prediction.

Ey'
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'Table 1 Number of Immigrantsa. to the United States,. from China, Japan

and the Philippines

b)

c)

d)

China
1971-79 206,200

1961-70 109,800
1951 -60' 25,200

1941-50 16,709

1931 -40' 4,928
1921-30 29,907
1911-20 21,278
1901-10 20,605
1891-1900 14,799

1881-90 61,711
1871-80 123,201
1861-70' 64,301

1851-60 41,481

The, definition of immigrants has varied considerably over this

period U.S Bureau of the Census, 1975,. pp. 97-98). In

gener 1, these figures are lower than, the total number of

arriv

cjapan Philippines
d

a-MU 312',700
40,000 , 98,400

46,300 19,300;

1;555 4,691

1,948 528
33,462
83,837
129,796
25,942

.149'

186.

s. Prior to 1906, data were compiled by the country from

which e immigrants came; thereafter, by country of last

permanWe t residence. Data by .country of birth (published since

1950 w somewhat different levels of immigration from the

county ,es see U.S. liureau of the Census, 1979, Tables 126 and

127.) NN--,

Includes'Hong Kong, after 1951 and Taiwan after 1957.

No record of immigration from Japan prior to 1861.-

Philippilnes were not reported separately prior to 1936.

ource: 1851-1950 from U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975, pp. 109-110.

1951-1979 from U.S. Bureau of.the Census, 1982, p. 89.



Table _2

43

Census. Counts and Percent. Foreign-Born-of Japanese, Chinese and Fi7i in
in Hawaii and the U.S.Againland, 'fromthe elate 19th, Centurk to 19EC

Hawaii 'Me7nlan

!.14

JAPANESE , Hawaii
Pop.T000) %F.B.

1980 240
218 10

203 12

185 17

158 24

1970
. 1960

. 1950
1940
1930'

1920
..1910

(1896)
1890

. CHINESE

J980
1970
1969
1950
1940
1930
1920

,1910'.

1900
(1896)
1890
.1880

.187J0

1860,

140
109
80
61-

24
12

35
56

75

92

91

Hawaii
Pop.(000) %F.B.

52 11

38 9

32 11'

29 17

27 28

24 47

22 67

26' 84
22 90

15 100
-

FILIPINOS Hawaii
Pop. (000) %F.B.

132

95 35
69 41

61 55

53

63
21
2

1980-

1970.
1960
1950

1940
1930
1920
1910

Notes:

Mainland U.S.
PoP.(000)- XF.8.

461
:Pop..(000) %1F .Y.

701'.,

.369 28

270 29.

142 27

-127 37

.139 51

111 73

72 94
.24 99

2

587 21

'473 21.

326' -21

285 30-

X278 . 43
220 64

152 83
85 94

14

.37

43

55 4:

50' .50,L

50 50
53 . 7
72 28

86''

Mainland U. S.
Pop.(000) %F.B,

750
381 52:

198 45
118 47

78. 48

75 59

62 70
72 79.

90 90
- -

,107 '99

105 99

63 100
35

TOTAL U.S.
000 %F.B.

433'

237
150

106
102
85
93

115

47
40
39 .

40
50

64
75'

86

% in
Hawaii Mali] and
----r-- 95

12 88
16 84
21 79
27 73

26' 74
28 72
24 77
22 78

12 88122

Mainland U.S.
Pop. (000) %F.B.'

643
241
113
62

46
45
5

Figures not available.

Census counts for the same year vary depending upon the base. of co7plete'

count or sample data (see U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963c, p.xi). ,

Figures in this table were selected to maximize the consistency fo- the

same' year, e.g., tables that reported both race and nativity. .

Sources:,: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1943:Table 4; 1953:Tables 28,29,i0;
1963a:Table 44; 1963c:Tables 34,58; 1973b:Tables 3,18,33; 1975:p. :17;.

1981:Table 1; 1983:Table 94. Schmitt, 1968, Tables 17,26,27;

McKenzie, 1928,, p. 183. -,

TOTAL U.S.
Pop.(000) %F.8.

775
336 53
182 49'

123 60

99
108
26
2

% in
Hawaii Ma:nland.
'17 83

28 72

38 62

50 50

54 46
58 42
81 19



Median Years of Completed School ing .of Ethnic Populations 'by Birth
.:Cohort (Age in 19fi0), Sex; and Nativity- Statui, based upon 1960
Population Censuf Data ,

ihort (Age in 1960), .White
15-39 (20-24) 72.1
?5-34 (25-34) . 12;3
15-24 (35-44) 12.4
15-1914 (45-64) 9.3
Fore 1895 (65+) 8.2

Aort (Age in 1960)
15-39 (20-24y
?5-34 (25-34)
15-24 (35-44)
35-1914 (45-64)
Fore 1895 (65+)

Black

9.8
8.5
6.5
4.2

White 'Black
72 74 11.5

12.3 ,'10.6
12.2 '9.0
10.1 / 7.4
8.5/ 5.2

-/,Nati.ve13orn

aPallese
12.9 13.4 12.3

13:3 12.1
12.4 12.5 10.2
10.9 9.0 7,2
-8.3 4.2 6.0

Native° Born
Japanese Chinese Filipino

12.9 12.9 12,4
12.5 12.7 12,1
12.3 12.4 9.2
8.5 9.8 8.7
6.1 3.8 7.7

/
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963a
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963b

Table 3
Tables 19,21,22,23,29,30 and 31.

Foretgn',Batiri,
Japanese Chinese ,;Fillipino,

.12.1 32y 7
12,3 A0;9
12.4 '',;43:5`'
8.3
4.3 '0';7
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5.4
-

Net Difference Index of Educational Inequality -between..Whites'-`fand,
Asian-Americans, by Birth Cohort, Sexi.and, N4tiyityr:St4itiWba"sed'i,

upon 1960 Population Census data '. ,

, ,,

Native ,Born .-

,ohort (Age in 1960 ) Chinese Filipino
)35-39 -.28 -.29 .06

)25-34 (25-34 -.23 -.30 .10

115-24 (35-44 ,-.14 -.19 .24

395-19 (45-64) .../ -.06 .08 .39

?fore 1895 (65+) -.01 .36 .23

Foreign Born
Aapanese Chi nese ipi no

-.12 -.21
-.38. -.13
-.41 .14 ;35

.09 .41 .48

.57 ,.54.09

;ohort\(Age in 1960)
Native Born Foreign Born

Japanese Chinese Filipino Japanese Chinese Filipino
)35-39. (20-24) -.34 -;31 .04 \ .15 -.07 -.33
)25-34 25-34) -.24 -.28 .10 ' .02 .16 -.17
)15-24 35-44) , -.04 -.13 .35 -.10 : .28 .07

39571914 45-64) .15 .05 .20 .32 .53 .43

?fore 1895 654) .32 .45 .14 .42 .72 .73

. \

5: Same- as Table 3..

'Ar:

121. L'''')!:;



Mean Years of Schooling and Occupational Status of Fo
and Native-Bnrn and Fnrelgn -Born Anglos by Birth Cohor

SCHOOLING

?hort

D4
b

1895b'

10fiAL SE I

Men

ign-Born AsianAmericans
and Sex

Wonen

o ,. a anese nese Japanese CfiTiese

C.V. c.v. c.v.
Native -Born or,- Born:

x .x , -

li.5 (.23) )1.9. 15.0 .22 14.5- (.27),13.9 (.?4) .19 12.0 .29 24) 12 .3.6

11.8 (.29) 10.4
,(.37)
1.38). 15.2, (.24 . 12.1; (.42) 12.6 33) 11:5, .24 11.4 .25 11.8 .20) 9.1 ;58 12.6 .35

11.4 (.29) -10.6 (.38) 13.9 (.23 10.7 (.50) 9.8 . 0) 11.4 .25 9.9 13.0 .27) 6.9 .83 10.9, .45 ,d;

10.4 (.38.33) 10.5 9.6 .29 7.8 (. 10.3 .31 9.0 :44 8.5 .40 6.2. '(.95 6.8, .87)%

7.8 .58 4.9 (1.02 5.3 (. .36 7.6 ..51 6.9 . 56 3.8.( :7334), 4. ( . 18)'4

8.? (.45 5.9 .73 6.4 .70 2.5 (1.67 3.8 (I. 8.6 39 62 (.65 4.9\ .93 3.7 1.63

Men

---------Anglo Japanese
lliiive-Born For. BornI

ohort
a

a
a

oab
I895b

V

43
42
40
37
30
?B

C.V.

(.58)

(.58)
(.57)
(.63)
(.63.)
(.67)

Chinese

X :C.V.

45
38
40
41
30
26

(.58).
(.63)
.6.4)' .64)

1 .58)
(.61)

57
58.
38
23
19
19

(.43)

(.48).
(.72
(.84
(.74
(.74

\
\

less than.15 cases per cell
less than 10 cases per cell
1970 Census
1960 Census

i

5:-.
ublic Use Samples of the 1960 and

.

x . c.v.

55 (.51
a (.1

31 (.72)

25 (.64)
(.63)

1970 Population Censuses. .

:Woolen

Filipino \- Ancilo .-.Japanese Chinese Filipino

c.v.
Native-Born l'or71:1F17-.

c.v.x c.v. x / c.v.

54 (.56) 43 (.47) 40 (.55) 39 .59) 46 (.46) 43 (;45)

47 (.61 40 (.50) 41 (.48 29 .67) 33'- (67) 38 (.60),
30 30 (.82 40 (.50) 34 (.66 28, .67), 32 (.65) 34, (.64),'.

18 (.86 39 .50 '36 .61 23 .85 28, (.73). 22 ,.(.881

14 (.80 27 .56 25 .56 16 .69 22 (.68)

15 (.74) 26 ..64 16 .75 13 .54



_ .

College of Native-Born by Ethnicity, Birth Cohort, arid State of Birth:

1970. Census

State ut Birth

IT t 1, Graded College Total TiTidia .0 o 1 1 e9 e Total Grade College

Percent Alt rIclia41'4Anglo ! California Hawaii ,

Total:

1935-44 ;IMF 11.8 1.5
_ - 12.2 11.3 ---1.0

California Hawaii

51 -

1925-34 i 12.9 .11.4 1,6 - 11.6 10.7 47

1915-24 i 12.6 11.2_ 1.4 - '11.4 10.6 .8 35

1905-1914 1 11.4* 104 ,5., - - 10.4 . 9.8 .6 _,
22*

Before 1905 9.8 9,6 :2 - 9.3. 8.9 .5 10

Japanese

935-44 14.3 11.9

1925-34 13.2 11.8

1915-24 12.6 11.6

1905-19141 .11.5* 10.7,

Before 1905 10.3 9.6

Chinese

1935-44 1 14.3 12.0 2.3 13.9 11.8 2.0 12.9 11.1 1.8

1925-34 13.6 11.7 1.8 12.7 11.7 1.0 12.0 10.8 1.2

1915-24 13.6* 11,6. 2.0. 12,1 10.9 1.2 10.8 10.2 1.2

1905-1914 12.4. 10.8. 1.6* 10.7 10.1 .6 9.7 8.8 .9

Before 1905 5.7 5.3 .4 8.0 7,4 .6 8.0 7. 7 :.3

Filipino

1935-44 -12.0 10.9 1.1 11.8 11.0 11.0 10.4 .6

1925-34' 12.4 11.4 .9 11.2- 10.7 . 11.2* 10.2* .9.

1915-24 9.8 9.5 .3

1905-1914 8.6 8.3 .2

Before 11905 7.0 6.8 .2

2.4 13.7 11.9 1.8 13.0 11.4 ].7

1.4 12.5 11,6 1.0 12.6 11.4 1.2

1.0 10.8 10,3 .5 11.9 11.1 .7

.8* 9.2 8.7 .5 9.9 9.5 .3

.7 6.8 6,8 0 9.6 9.1 .5

75

44

33

. 25.

20

52
30

15.

12

*0

'69. '54
49 27

30

8

13 112

52*
\ 35*

Notes:

less than 10

* 25 or less

36. 29.

17

4

43

Graded schooling ranges from 0 to 12 years, college from 1 to .6 years.. All:

petions with112 or more years of schooling are Coded 12 for graded schooling;

c

all with 12 o' less years of schooling are coded 0 on the college variable.;

," Source: Public Us6_,Sarm ipleo the 1970 '1?9.13u4tiOn40414s-. ..--,



Table 7 EffOctsa of Ethnicity and Education` on the OCcupational Attainment o
Native-Born Men byllirth Cohort: 1970 Census -./

Birth Cohort 1935-44 1925-34

(Age at Interview ) (25-34) '(-35-44)

Y -,ETHNICITY .

Anglo
Japanese ,

Chinese
Filipino

-*
- 9 -21

18* - 9

27 2
.

Years of Schooling 4.9

Years of Schooling X Japanese 0.5

Years of Schooling. X Chinese - 1.0

Years of Schooling X.Filipino - 2.7

r

Constant -17 - 7 - 3 2

2
R (adjusted) 33.7% 38.1% 34.1% 30.0%

(N)
. (122) (1243) (1273) (827)

Notes:
a The regression equation includes current residence as an independe-t

variable (dummy variable classification: California, Hawaii, New fork,

Rest of U.S.-Metro, Rest of U.S.-Nonmetro) in addition to those liEted

above.

Statistically significant at the .01 level.

Sources: Public Use Sample of the 1970 Population Census.
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